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SIMPLE SHEAR TEST IN IDENTIFICATION OF CONSTITUTIVE
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Świętokrzyska 21, 00-049 Warsaw, Poland
The present work is directed at evaluation of the simple shear test for identification of
constitutive behaviour of materials submitted to large deformations. For that purpose, actual
experimental conditions together with theoretical background of the test are analyzed on the
example of two hyperelastic materia! models. Advantages and disadvantages of various strain
and stress measures used for presentation of simple shear test (SST) results are analyzed. The
most often presented as the only result of "standard" SST proof chart, i.e. shear nominał stress
f---ł shear nomina! strain (a)�l <-> 1 /2), characterizes the materia! energetically in the sense that
it reveals its capacity for elastic energy storage dW/Vo = a)�ld„ However, it characterizes
the constitutive behaviour of the materia! only partially, since it is equivalent to shear II
Piola Krichoff stress <-> shear Green-Lagrange strain (a��l <-> Eg)) chart, within the large
deformations context. This data alone does not even allow to reconstruct the shear Cauchy
stress <-> shear spatial Hencky strain (a)�l <-> e��)) chart for the tested materia!. In order to
take full advantage of the constitutive information available from simple shear test, it is highly
recommended to extend the experimental methodology of "standard" SST proof in such a way
as to determine simultaneously two components (shear and norma!) of nominał stress tensor
in the same SST proof. Such experimental information allows for subsequent recalculation of
non-symmetric nominał stress tensor components into Cauchy stress components.
Key words: simple shear, large deformations, hyperelasticity, identification of constitutive

behaviour.
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undeformed configuration (initial; reference) and deformed
configuration (actual),
initial and actual cross-sectional area with direction vectors
N and .!!, respectively,
actual force operating on cross-sectional area .!! da, force
"pulled back" to reference configuration,
unit direction vectors of initial and actual cross-sectional areas,
position vector of materiał point in actual configuration,
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position vector of materiał point in reference (initiał)
configuration,
dispłacement vector,
fixed orthonormal coordinate frames defined in actuał
and reference configuration,
deformation gradient,
materiał rotation tensor,
right stretch tensor,
łeft stretch tensor,
deformation parameter,
determinant of deformation gradient,
eigenvalues of stretch tensors (principał stretches),
materia! principal directions,
spatial principał directions
instantaneous angłe between Y; and g;,
instantanC'rn1, ;mgle between Y a and g 0 ,
deformatiu11 gradient vełocity tensor,
vełocity gradient tensor,
deformation vełocity tensor,
work increment per unit reference vołume
of undeformed materia!,
Hencky strain tensor,
Biot strain tensor,
Green Lagrange strain tensor (Q = U2 ),
"nominał" strain tensor,
small strains tensor,
spatial (rotated) Hencky strain,
spatial (rotated) Green Lagrange strain,
Cauchy, Biot, II Piola-Kirchoff,
Nominał, I Pioła-Kirchoff stress tensors,
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d_E /N dA,
actuał force component in direction g; operating
on cross-sectionał area with direction vector g;,
actual cross-sectional area with direction vector g;,
initiał cross-sectional area with direction vector g;,
pressure,
vołumetric part of strain,
energy function of ełastic materiał,
energy function of incompressibłe ełastic materiał,
łength of deformaiion path,
width of deformation path,
thickness of deformation path,
simpłe shear test.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Experimental setup of the simple shear test (SST) with two symmetric de
formation paths is sketched in Fig. 1.
A thin sheet of specimen piece is fixed in a rigid jig. The specimen is specially
designed to deliver two symmetric deformation paths. In earlier experimental lit
erature, asymmetric layout with only one deformation path dominates. However,
symmetric layout ensures better precision of measurements, results in smaller
asymmetric loadings in the testing machine and in this way, it allows for its
prolonged longevity. It also allows for applying less stiff and in this way, less
massive grips in comparison to traditional layout with one deformation path,
which is advantageous in dynamie tests. The deformation scheme is outlined in
the inset. The loading force F1 (t) and deformation parameter 1 (t) are registered
in a "standard" simple shear test.
Simple Shear Test (SST) is mare and mare commonly applied for experimen
tal identification of constants and functions of constitutive models describing
the behaviour of rubberlike materials [7], elastic-plastic materials - metals [6],
polymers [4] and recently also biological tissues [3]. The SST is used in quasi
static and dynamie proofs at small and large deformations imposed during the
proof [6].
The SST proof growing popularity results from the fact that in a relatively
simple technical way it allows to investigate the response of the materiał subJ=det (E)=1
"-1 ="-, "-2= 1/"-,
A.3=1

FIG. 1. Simple Shear Test - scheme of experimental setup with two symmetric deformation
paths.
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There exists a gap between theoretical and experimental works discussing
the simple shear test when large deformation are induced in the tested mater
iał. In theoretical works on constitutive relations the none or few experimental
conditions of the SST proof for verification of theoretical concepts are discussed,
while in experimental works the theoretical knowledge on the SST proof in finite
deformations regime is rarely taken into account. The present work is directed
at filling this gap. In the present work we will formulate an interpretation of the
chart
1 for a simple shear test, and we will analyze applicability of SST
proof to identification of materiał properties, simultaneously taking into account
the theoretical and experimental conditions.

CTif) .-.

2. HOMOGENEOUS PROCESS OF SIMPLE SHEAR

Homogeneous deformation of simple shear is defined by the following formula

(2.1)

+ 1 X2) ,ę,1 + X2 ,ę,2 + X3 ,ę,3
= X1 + "( X2, X2 = X2, X3 = X3,

� = (X1
? X1

where � and X denote position vector of the materiał point in actual config
uration B t and in reference (initial) configuration B 0 - respectively, 1 denotes
the deformation loading parameter. The {�}, {gi } denote fixed (laboratory)
orthonormal coordinate frames defined in actual and reference configurations
(see Fig. 2). In the present paper the vectors _ę_i, gi have the same physical direc
tions (_ę_i = gi ), and we on purpose distinguish them by large and small letters
in order to make it easier for the reader to immediately distinguish the materiał
( defined on reference configuration) and spatial (defined on actual configuration)
geometrical objects --, strain and stress measures.
Undeformed
Configuration

(lnitial; Reference)

Deformed
Configuration
(Actual)

FIG. 2. Basic concepts used for description of finite deformations of materials.
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Tensor of deformation gradient E
shear has the form

= a xda X

j

gi 0 gj in the case of simple

(2.2)

The theorem on polar decomposition of the second order tensors ensures the
existence of unique representation of tensor F in the form F = R U = V R,
where R = 2A(g_1 0 g1 + g_2 0 g2 ) + , A(g_ 1 0 g2 - g2 0 g 1 ) is called the materiał
rotation tensor (RTR =!);A= (4 + ,2 )-1/ 2 . Symmetric positive-definite ten
sors U = (FTF) 1/2 and V = (F FT)) 1 1 2 , called right and left stretch tensors,
have the following forms in the case of simple shear deformation, when expressed
in fixed coordinate frames

Ol

2A
,A
U= [ ,A (2 + ,2 )A O

O

(2.3)

O

1

The spectral decomposition theorem ensures existence of the following represen
tations of tensors U and V
(2.4)

The scalars Ai = Aa > O called principal stretches, eigenvalues of the char
acteristic equation det(FTF - .X2 !) = O, have the same values for tensors U
and V
(2.5)

>-1

= (, + J4 + ,2)/2,

>-2 = l/.X1 = (-,+

J4+,2)/2,

.X3 = 1,

, = >- 1 - >-2 = .X - .x- 1 � O.

Corresponding to them eigenvectors !!i and Yo. are called materiał and spatial
principal directions of stretch tensors U and V (y_1 = R !!J, I= 1, 2, 3). During
simple shear deformation they constantly rotate, and their instantaneous location
is described by the following formula
(2.6)

tan(20L) = -2/,,

n/4 :S 0L '.S n/2;

tan(20E) = 2/,,

0 5o 0E '.S n/4,

where 0L denotes instantaneous angle between !!i and gi , while 0E denotes in
stantaneous angle between Yo. and g0 , 0R denotes instantaneous angle between
the respective Lagrangian and Eulerian principal axes (see Fig. 3).
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FIG. 3. Homogeneous simple shear. Location of Lagrangian y1 and Eulerian � 1 eigenvectors
with increasing deformation parameter
On the right, initial (, = O) and finał (, = oo)
positions of vectors !!; , �<> are shown.

In F ig. 3b, the initial (, = O) and finał position (, = oo) of materiał y,_1 and
spatial Q1 principal axes is shown. We have also indicated the direction of their
motion with the growth of deformation (,/). Simple shear deformation is an
isochoric deformation as J = det(F) = dv / dV = Po/ p = 1.

2.1. Strain measures at large deformations
Hill introduced a family of materiał strain measures defined on the reference
configuration by the formula (2. 7)i
(2.7)

m/0,

E(o)

= ln(U),

m=O,

The Green-Lagrange E(2) = 0.5 (C - I), Biot E(l) = (U - !), Hencky
E(o) = ln(U) strains are all the materiał strain measure tensors. Corresponding
to them spatial strain measures defined on actual configuration (generalized Hill
measures) are based on tensor V (see (2.7)2). It is convenient for purposes of
the present paper to introduce "nominał" strain tensor E(N) = (F - !) work
conjugate in the sense of Hill (see (2.8)5 ) with the tensor of nominał stress Q.(N)
in order to be able to characterize the materiał energetically. In a generał case,
the tensor E(N) does not satisfy the requirements posed on the strain tensor
appropriate for describing large deformations namely invariance with respect to
rigid rotation. Similarly, the small strains tensor E(s)
0.5(F + FT - 2 !) is also
not invariant with respect to body rotation. Formula for various strain measures
components expressed in fixed and principal axes (rotating) reference frames
valid for a simple shear test are listed in Table 1.
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We would also like to note that while the "volumetric" part of Hencky strain
0
tensor gives a null value et ) = O in accordance with the physical situation
of incompressibility in the case of simple shear deformation, the "volumetric"
2
part of the Green Lagrange strain is not zero Ei ) -=/- O. Hence, in the case of
this last measure the description of "volumetric" and shear effects are coupled.
Independent the theoretical description of materiał behaviour of these two types
of effects is difficult by means of the Green Lagrange strain measure.
2. 2. Stress measures at large deformations

Together with the family of strain measures (2.7) i , HILL [5] introduced also
the concept of work-conjugate with them family of stress measures, in order to
enable a coherent description of the behaviour of various materials. It can be
shown that the following measures of stress and the strain measures are work
conjugated in the sense of Hill
(2.8)

W /V0

= Jtr (Q(o)o) = tr(!!:(1)t (1)) = tr (Q(2)t (2))
T

= tr(Q(N)F) = tr(Q(IPK)F

),

where W /Va denotes the work power per unit reference volume of the unde
formed materiał, D
0.5(1 + 1T) is the deformation velocity tensor, 1
oy_/8� = FF- 1 is the velocity gradient tensor, F is the deformation gradient
velocity tensor, Q(O), Q(l), o-(2), Q(N), Q(IPK) denote the Cauchy, Biot, II Piała
Kirchoff, Nominał, I Piała Kirchoff stress tensors - respectively, dot denotes usual
materiał derivative. It can be shown (see e.g. [7]) that various stress measures
are linked together by means of the following formula

=

=

(2.9)
Formulae (2.9) are valid for any constitutive materiał model, isotropic or anisotro
pic. In order to evaluate the usefulness of a simple shear test for identification
of the materiał properties, we will limit aur attention in the sequel to isotropic
elastic materials undergoing large deformations. Behaviour of such materials is
completely known if we know the form of elastic energy function W = W(,\i),
which must be an isotropic function of principal stretches Ai - It can be shown
(see [7]) that then the Cauchy stress tensor Q (O) must be collinear with tensor
V and takes the form (2.lO) i . Comparing the increments of elastic energy once
expressed by elastic energy function W, and next by the work of external forces
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reconstruct the Cauchy stress tensor components from the nominał stress ten
sor components, experimental determination of at least two components of the
nominał stress tensor namely
and cr�f) is required.
+--+ 1 experimen
We are now in a position to deliver the interpretation of
tal curve, specified the most often as a result of SST proof within the context of
large deformations. Firstly, using the formula (2.8)5, it can be stated that such a
relation determines the capacity of elastic energy storage of the investigated ma
teriał subjected to a SST proof, in the class of hyperelastic materials, regardless
of the specific constitutive relation that the materiał obeys. For any hyperelastic
materiał submitted to a SST proof F12 = 'Y is the only non-zero component of
the deformation gradient velocity tensor and dW/Vo =
d„ Secondly, using
2
the formula (2.9)2 and (2.9)5 (Q( ) = er (N) F -T) and special form of the defor
mation gradient F, it can be shown that for any materiał submitted to a SST
proof Qg) = Qi�) - Hence, the relation
+--+ , /2 is equivalent to the rela
)
)
tion er�; +--+ Eg in a large deformations regime (see also Table 2). Hence, this
relation characterizes not only energetic but also constitutive behaviour of the
materiał in this sense that it is the characteristic of the corresponding stress and
strain components of a work conjugate pair of stress and strain tensors. How
ever, this relation constitutes only a part of information, which can be obtained
from the SST proof and not to be easily interpreted, as the second Piola Kirchoff
stress tensor does not have any simple physical interpretation. We shall under
line again that this information is insufficient to reconstruct from it a convenient
connection
+--+
which has elear physical interpretation. In order to ob
tain convenient constitutive information about the materiał behaviour available
theoretically from the SST proof, the shearing and normal forces df� 1 (1), df�2 (1)
must be simultaneously measured in the simple shear test.
We will now illustrate how important it is to determine experimentally two
components of nominał stress in the SST proof. The stress response of two
"known" - in the sense that their constitutive relations does not have to be iden
tified - incompressible (J = >- 1 >-2 ->-3 = 1) isotropic elastic materials submitted
to simple shear deformation are shown in Table 2.
The first materiał model with elastic energy function W1 = 0.5 G [(>- 1 )2 +
(>-2)2 + (->-3 )2 - 3] is used for description of the behaviour of rubberlike materials
(in the sequel we will refer to this model as a "rubberlike" materiał). The con
stitutive law of this materiał model, when expressed in terms of work-conjugate
pair Q(o) +--+�(o) (Cauchy stress+--+spatial Hencky stain), is nonlinear. It is inter
esting to note that the same law, when expressed in terms of not work-conjugate
pair Q(O) +--+ �(2) (Cauchy stress+--+Green Lagrange strain), gives a linear rela
tion Q(o)
2G�(2). The second materiał model with elastic energy function
W2 = G [ln(>-1) 2 + ln(>-2 )2 + ln(>-3 )2 ] is often used for description of elastic shear
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Table 2. Various stress measures components for ''rubberlike" and "metallike" materiał constitutive models of
incompressible, hyperelastic, isotropic materials resulting from energy functions W1 , W2 expressed in principal
axes (rotating) and fixed reference frames - simple shear deformation.
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behaviour of metals. In the sequel we will refer to this model as "metallike" mate
riał. The name "metallike" is used because real metallic materials never undergo
large elastic shear strains, instead they start to flow plastically. The constitutive
law of "metallike" materiał model, when expressed in terms of the work-conjugate
pair Q(O) +--+ �(O), is linear Q(o)
2G�(o) in Eulerian description. It is nonlin
ear when expressed in terms of Q(2) +--+ E (2) conjugate pair in the Lagrangian
description.
Various stress measures components for "rubberlike" and "metallike" materiał
constitutive models of incompressible, hyperelastic, isotropic materials resulting

=

� 4�-------------------�
Stress components

Metallike
materiał
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2

FIG. 5. Normalized component-wise stress response of two materiałs submitted to simpłe
shear deformation łoading expressed as functions of the respective strain components of work
conjugate strain measure in materiał description, II Pioła-Kirchoff stress <-+ Green Lagrange
strain Q(2l /2G <-+ �(2), a) "metallike" materiał - ełastic energy function W2 , b) "rubberlike" materiał - elastic energy function W1.
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ergy function W2 and in Figure 56 response is shown of "rubberlike" materiał
characterized by elastic energy function W1 . In Fig. 6a and 66 analogous curves
are presented in spatial description (Cauchy stress and rotated Hencky strain
Q(O)/2G <-+ �(O)).
In the case of a rubberlike materiał described by the elastic energy function
0
0
W1, considerable pressure builds up -p
tr (Q(Ol)/3 = (ai ) + a� ) + 0)/3 =
2
O-y /3 during simple shear deformation (see Table 2). No volumetric strain ev
tr (�(O))/3 = O accompanies this pressure, as from the definition the materiał
is incompressible (see Table 1). In the case of "metallike" materiał described by
the elastic energy function W2, the pressure within the materiał remains zero
(p = O) during simple shear deformation. Experimental measurement of only
one component of the nominał stress tensor a�r) during a "standard" SST proof
does not all,�,,· to determine these differences in constitutive behaviour of the
materials.

=

=

3. NON-HOMOGENEOUS PROCESS OF SIMPLE SHEAR DEFORMATION EXPERIMENTAL LAYOU T

In the SST proof it is not physically possible to ensure a completely homo
geneous deformation in the whole specimen. The reason for that is generation of
a rotational moment M = F21 · Ho where Ho denotes width of the deformation
path. The only possibility for balancing this moment is a non-uniform distri
bution of normal force f�2 along the axis �1 (see Fig. 7). Measurement errors
resulting from non-uniformity of the strain field can be well evaluated by per
forming a modelling simulation of SST proof by the finite element method. These
errors can be minimiżed by increasing the ratio La/Ho of gauge length of the
sample to its gauge width. G'Sell [4] recommends a ratio Lo/Ho > 15, in order
to limit the measurement errors of strain resulting from non-uniformity to a few
percent at deformation parameter 'Y value of several units. The other important
requirement imposed on overall dimensions of the specimen for simple shear test
is stability of the specimen for buckling. Estimates of G'Sell [4] indicate that the
ratio of specimen width to its thickness should exceed Ho/Go > 3 (when the
condition La/Ho > 15 is fulfilled) in order to avoid buckling of the specimen
deformation path.
The present work studies allowed to formulate the following recommendation:
it is important to design grips for the SST proof specimen in such a way as to
prevent the slip of the specimen not only in the shear direction ( "12"), but also
in the normal direction ( "l2"), since in the case of some materials there may
develop considerable normal stress in the course of simple shear deformation (see
Table 2, "rubberlike" materiał).
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